
Year 3 Spelling Overview 
Dear Parents, 
Without overwhelming you with a huge list of spellings, here are a list of fundamental spellings that the children would really 
benefit from learning during our closure. There are specific spelling rules that these spellings follow and the children have learnt 
these. Many overlap for other spelling rules.  

 
 
 
Here are a great selection of games and activities that the 
children can use to practise their spellings. You can also 
use the spelling booklet that has been sent to assist with 
any activities. 
 
 
I have also attached the Bronze, Silver and Gold spellings 
that have been our focus throughout the whole term.  
 
 
We thank you all for your hard work and effort with 
everything that you do and the support that you provide 
us with your child’s learning.  
 
 
Many Thanks 
 
Year 3 Team 
 

Adding ‘ed’ suffix Adding ‘ing’ suffix Making plurals  
 

Homophones Comparatives and 
superlatives 

Contractions 

Changing the root 
word to add the suffix. 

 
- Just add ‘ed’? 
- Drop the ‘e’ and add 
ed? 
- Double the consonant 
and add ‘ed’? 

Changing the root 
word to add the suffix. 

 
- Just add ‘ing’? 
- Drop the ‘e’ and add 
‘ing’? 
- Double the consonant 
and add ‘ing’? 

Making plural by 
adding 

‘s’ ‘es’ and ’ies’ 

Words that sound the 
same but are spelt 

different. 

Comparing objects 
and things against 

another 

Joining 2 words 
together to make one 
word. Which letter(s) 

needs to be taken 
away? 

BRONZE 
must learn 

BRONZE 
must learn 

BRONZE 
must learn 

BRONZE 
must learn 

BRONZE 
must learn 

BRONZE 
must learn 

helped climbing pushes see colder can’t 

asked playing loves sea coldest haven’t 

looked falling pulls hear quicker wouldn’t 

played waiting asks here quickest I’ve 

cooked walking hours no taller she’ll 

walked helping knows know tallest he’s 
SILVER 

should learn 
SILVER 

should learn 
SILVER 

should learn 
SILVER 

should learn 
SILVER 

should learn 
SILVER 

should learn 

cycled building floors missed nicer couldn’t 

breathed cycling improves mist latest we’ve 

improved learning clothes meat bigger we’re 

invited inviting eyes meet hottest weren’t 

loved improving answers hole thinnest you’re 

smiled breathing circles whole closer hadn’t 
GOLD 

Change root words to 
include the suffix 

GOLD 
Change root words to 

include the suffix 

GOLD 
Change root words 
to include the suffix 

GOLD 
 

GOLD 
Change root 

words to include 
the suffix 

GOLD 
Convert these into 

contractions 

plan plan century they’re/their/there  fat are not 

rub rub disappear passed rich he is 

clap trim possess past rude they will 

shop shop history your ripe we have 

hop swim display you’re hot I had 

chop run material blue/blew long we are 



 
 
 

BRONZE   SILVER      

GOLD      

MY SPOTLIGHT SPELLING CHALLENGE       


